fusion woven fabric repositionable

DESCRIPTION: High heat toner printable woven polyester fabric, acrylic topc, with repositionable adhesive

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Total Weight:  8.55 oz. ± 0.20 oz./sq. yd. (290 gsm)
- Total Thickness:  0.011 ± 0.0010 in. (11 mil)
- Facestock Thickness:  0.0042 ± 0.0005 in. (5.2 mil with adhesive)
- Liner Thickness:  0.0070 ± 0.0005 in. (92 lb. polycoated liner)
- Opacity (Facestock):  92%
- Elmendorf Tear (MD):  125 grams
- Elmendorf Tear (CD):  160 grams

GENERAL: Fusion Woven Fabric Repositionable has a 92# layflat, polycoated release liner. Printable on high heat toner production equipment.

Style PS508W

ALL VALUES SHOWN ARE AVERAGE VALUES OBTAINED FROM COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION. THEY ARE INTENDED AS A GUIDE TO PRODUCT PROPERTIES AND NOT TO BE RegARDED AS SHIPPING SPECIFICATIONS.